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rECONOMY
No osta sixe or type of battery
can be economical on every type
of receiving set. That's why
Eveready Radio Batteries are
made in different sizes and types
-so that every radio user can
enjoy the economy that is to be
had by fitting exactly the right
Eveready Battery to his receiver.
For owners of sets with five, six,
eight or more tubes, and power
amplifiers, there is the WT.
large, powerful and unusually
lontlasting Eveready -13- Battery No. 770. There is an Evercady dealer nearby.
Manufanered and 'items:feed

NATIONAL CARBON
Neu. York

by

CO., loc.

San Francisco

Ittmlhotg,..

Radio Batteries
lonyer_y,

RCA

announces
three new
power tubes
forgreater volume
RCA announces three important
new Radii:cony. Their cootrilingion
to radio proves. is greater power.
They mean greater volume en Ay
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batte
and pewter volume
.torago batteries. They mean b.er
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mica condenser -sealed within a
protecting Bakelite shell
To make a fixed condenser that would be proof
against moisture, heat, cold. fumes and mechaniu1 injury was the aim of the Sangamo Electric
Co.

The several elements of a fixed condenser are
usually clamped together and left exposed to injurious temperature and climatic conditions. In
a Sangamo condenser these delicate elements are
sealed within molded Bakelite, their original acurracy and capacity being thus permanently protected.

Through the

use of Bakelite many radio parts
and accessories are being improved.
Perhaps
you are making some part that would be better,
look better and sell better if made of Bakelite.
Why not consult our engineers with regard to its

possibilities?
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Who Reads Radio Engineering?
FOUR

YEARS ago. only a few hundred men earned
their living at radio. The several thousand experienced technical men now employed in dealer. jobber.
and manufacturing organizations were then experimenters.
Men experienced in merchandising and selling.
but new to radio, are building their success on the
judgment and skill of the boys who used to be radio
experimenters. now grown into positions where.
collectively, they control the purchasing of the entire
industry.
Constantly and regularly, for eleven years, they
have read articles by M. B. Sleeper, written for them
in the old days, about experimenting, developing with
them as they took on the responsibilities of radio as
a business, to articles on design and manufacturing.
They read Radio Engineering because it is the
technical magazine of the business. because it has
grown up with them. advanced with them. That
Radio Engineering has changed and broadened out is
natural, for it is the only radio publication owned and
edited by a man experienced in commercial design and
manufacturing, and who maintains a large consulting

practice.
Subscriptions to Radio Engineering do not come in
the form of pencilled scrawls from the boys who like
the cover design. They come in the form of purchase requisitions froth Atwater Kent. Stewart Warner, Radio Corporation of America. Western
Electric, as well as from dealers and jobbers.
That's why we can say truthfully that if you can
sell the readers of Radio Engineering you have sold
the men who control the purchasing of the radio
industry.

Radio Engineering readers absolutely control the buying power of the Radio Industry
/t,e
..uW
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Dubilier Micadons
-standard fixed radio

condensers

Nearly all of the leading manufacturers of radio sets have adopted the
Micadol3 as.their standard.
A layman might be fooled. Not so
these manufacturers. They need fixed
condensers with accurately matched and
permanent capacities, and they know
which arc the best.
for 32 -page booklet
"Applications of Dubilier Condensers in
Radio Circuits." Address Dept. K -2
Send 10c

Dubilier
CONDENSER AND RADIO CORPORATION

sw

The Express Company Tells
Its Story
The American Railway Rxpress Company ie studying pecking
methods to help reduce damage in transportation. -ByJ. Jl. Butlers

Fels

realise to what extent
American Railway Express
the
Company is concerned in the technical
phases of the industries which look upon
the Company as merely an agency for
When goods are detransportation.
livered to us, we do not feel that we
are .11. upon only to move them from
one place to another.
We assume the
responsibility of delivering them in a
safe and sound condition providing, of
course. that they are turned over to us
in packing which makes this practical.
people

the our own initiative, however, we
make independent investigations into the
shipping problems of many different
dustnes.
We developed egg crates
which are practically sac per cent. safe
although we are still following up this
situation because, due to new methods.
hens are laying larger eggs, and ship,
sometimes use cases designed for smaller eggs. We learned that bees, packed
in the same sway, sometimes travelled
safely, and sometimes suffered heavy

in

casualties- depending upon the food they
were given.

As for radio -you would

be

surprised

to find out how much we know about

subject, particularly concerning
We must, in self -protection.
When a claim is made for tube breakage in transit we examine the tubes to
see, first of all, if they are new: Sometimes people put in claims of tubes of
types which have not been made for
years, or tubes which obviously have
been in use fora long time. We have a
Jewell testing instrument to show us
exactly what is wrong.
this

tubes.

We have given much attention to the
eking of radio sas and accessories.
The important factor about these items
is that they arc not damaged by sharp
jolts or falls. We do not handle }nckages that way. The trouble connes from
the slight vibration to whieh ses arc
subjetted in the railway can.
p

Receiving sets, loud speakers, batterand all the numerous paru
ami accessories whieh go to make up
complete sen have become an impur
ies.
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tant express traffic.

An enormous distribution of these articles W carried on
between manufacturers and distributors

rentrron"tred

traffiy' mat offers monense*pessibilitiet
for Ais business and we are encouraging it by giving the very bmt service in
moving it.
Yet one disturbing feature of the
traffic is that our problems in handling
have become more difficult, because of
the delicate character of these instrua

ments.

This is reflected in the many

of claims
rd ...ling ofkinds
late.
a, ncw industry which has ad-

hICII hlVe developed

In
mnced as quickly as has Radio almmt

-RIngord7Lritzirz.
in the
transportation
it affects, in
way or another, our ability to hartbusiness,

one

dle such shipments

handled-without

.

as

they should be
damage.
We are

moving many commodities as fragile as
radio sets and supplies
the. ts no
reason to allow an increase in lOSS and
damage on this traflic.
Of course, proper packing is an important consideration at the start. In
radio.. in other nmv industries. this is
a nutter of experimentation
determine
just what is nmessary to produce the

.d

perfect package.
Manufacturers

the Comp,
alike have been studying this
Mnbien,
so that we know how to prepare a radio
and

Number it,

that it will carry safely to its desLikewise, tubes, loud speakers
'ination.
and
parts can be so pmterted In their
set so

P'"7tlit°a"nd,

4 tic=

e
trolw
ill occur.
At the outwt it is

essential to realize
radio shipments ITV highly
fragile and easily damaged. Shippers
are asked to place on such shipments
the caution marks Fragile, Handle with
Care. Glass, or This Side lip. M here
this is done, employe. use extra care in
moving such businew. Caution marks
or labels, printed in red. should he
placed on all sides of a shipment. Of
course, This Side Up should be placed
the top of the carton.

that

.

all

Ss

is diltistdt
give more than general suggesti.s for
the essential of good packing practice
in preparing these instruments for ship-

num.

Even the B. C. L. knows how deliare the parts which go to make up
receiving sets. If t/te smallest wire is
broken, the rlate:i.:o4ta itnleensit,rstto.yrtael:

.te

It.

ITileth.c Most
cabinets are highly
polished. An unusually lard fan or a
bad brmkage of the .rton, caused by
something thrown against it, Or an unusually heavy object resting
it, may
cause very serious damage.
Generally spmking a radio receiving
set is best protected in what is known

.

PNTEINC EXPRESS SHIPMENTS

the -air cushion" box or canon.
This carries the set in suspension, absorbing m.t of the shocks
jars ordinarily encountered in transportation.
The cushi. consists of corrugated
hoard, made of standard material., scored
or bent to provide at least a
open
space between the inn. wall of the outas

a.

cart.

and the top. sides and bottom of the set. The materials used for
the cushions should be of the same test
strength as that of the outside canon.
The shipping unit is thus wbox within
a
box.
The cushions around the set
prevent the air from escaping.
This
side

shocks which the package may receive
in transit from reaching the heavy though
delicate set inside, and at the same time
hold it tightly so that it cannot shift.
a manufacturer AdOILS the me

of

WI.
a

close

fitting

cart.

to be placed

around a set. and this in turn is put in
an air-cushion canon. it is n.essary
that the distributor or dealer PHIploy the
sum methods in reshipping. In other
words.. close-fitting carton should not
be used as a shipping container by it.
self. This obviously does not protect
the set from shocks, as the air cushions
and outer container are missing.
The carton must meet our ClassifiutiOn5 requirements as to
tests of
matenal used and must carry the boxmaker's star. and certificati.. The
Classification as yet do. not carry specific regulations
to the packing of

Mul.

.

radio sets.

us. for

.rnplidt

Cartons must
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be made and

particular sire of set to acthe best results. Two or three
a

different sixes c.snnot be shipped safely
in an air cushion box made for one
pankular type. Moreover, the cushions
defeat their purpwe if the corrugation
breaks on the scoring or are weak when
used a second time.
It is apparent that netth. loose ex
cebior nor paper used for cushioning
a wooden box is us.. such jars are
carried to the set
It is recommended that TO protect the
cabinet and panel from scratching, the
set be wrapped first in waxed paper. A
meat many well.k.um nmuufacturem
i1EVe
adopted this practice, probably
originated by the Victor Talking Machine Company.
Of course, breakage may occur due
inherent weaknesses in the materials
used by manufacturers.
Our
damage supervisors have been studying
this phase of the problem and nianufac-

if

.d

stances will sulfite to show what is be.
Mg done in this field. Our supervisors

recommend that cabinet manufacturers
have the grain of wood in the end pieces
when the end pieces are grooved out
where the back panel fits, the WOW IT

Homo Euaxa®nn+o
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weakened and slight shock will cause
the ends to split with the grain. If cab in<ts are made of green wood or unseasoned lumber. improperly dowelled
or grooved. this also canes trouble.
Then there is the question of panel
breakage. Some sets have tits heaviest
This is
pans mounted on the panel.
particularly true of condensers, some of
which are quite heavy. They put quite
a strain on the pace) and make it mt.
ceptible to cracking. in shipping, such
parts should be supported underneath
so as to relieve the strain of the weight
o n the front panel.

paper for cushioning, or to put them in
tight fitting second -hand cartons and exyet the express company to deliver them
in perfect condition If the radio fan
could be induced to give the same care
to packing that he does to fixing up the
circuits, our troubla would be las.

Tubes should not be shipped in the
sockets of radio sets because it may reThe more
sult in damage to both.
elaborate type of receiving set,
dally those similar to desks or tables in
form, require the same general type of
packing boxes used in shipping phonographs. Like ntusical instruments, they
must be boxed or crated.

the Sel itself.

es,

After

Most manufacture, use cartons eapedaily made for their particular type of
loud speesker, ba in reshipping. unless
properly placed in the box, damage may
particularly
the horn.
Here
are some general recommendations rc
ares
garding the packing of loud speakers:

The canons should be large enough
manufacturer. our next to allow at least a in. on the batos
to educate the distributor and 'and top of the mouth of lite bell. The

the

problem

is

dealer.

Of course, the

set

is

just

as

fragile on its second journey, whether
it be from distributor to dealer or from
the latter to a customer. Possibly the
set may be returned to the manufacturer
for mechanical defects. The same precautions in the matter of packing are
necessary.
Manufacturers should call
this to the attention of the dealers. It
is imperative to place the air cushion
inserts m their proper positions to obtain the full effect of the protection.
The occasional shipper is perhaps our
most difficult problem. Ile h the purchaser of a set who wished to return it
for reasons of his own. Or he may be
a set builder who has bade an outfit
for some one.efse. in either case, he may
not give much thought to the proper
packi g, because he feeds that it is less
important than the construction to
which he has given so much care and
time. He is liable to fed that our handling and not his packing was responsi.
Me for breakage if it occurs.
Radio fans have been known to place
in wooden boxes and use scrap

sets

Loud speakers are an important radio
accessory with which some troubla are
hebng encountered because of faulty
packing. One type --the bell loud speaker
now in the widest use -comprises
heavy base and a bell -shaped horn made
of wood or fibre.
A new type rapidly
growing in popularity is the cabinet loud
speaker which is almost as fragile as

base should be packed separately, either

in another carton or in a compartment
separated from the bell. A hole should
lw cut in trie cardboard which fits into
the carton. to hold the neck of the bell
firmly.
Corrugated board should be
placed between the base and the horn.
provided the base is packed in lite same
carton.
The elbow should be protected with at
least s -in. filler to fill out the depth of
the box.
The cover of the box can
then be closed and sealed. The marking
should be clear and fragile labels placed
on all sides, with This Side Up on the

top.

There should be at least one cushion
r filler to protect the mouth of the bell
from coming up agaimt the bottom of
the

anon.

Cabinet loud speakers should have the
praection in packing as
the radio set itself.
The use of air
cushions is advised.
Standard
individual tube cartons
adopted by the leading manufacurcn
sanie cane and

Oeraber, 1925

PACKING EXPRESS SHIPMENT.

of radio tubes are proving satisfactory.
Any attempt to substitute a cheaper carton for tubes which are intended to be
shipped by express is discouraged. Some
of the manufacturers of cheap tubes an
placing their products in cartons that
do not protect the tube in touait.
A tube carton is not expected to be
strong enough to prevent the tube from
Ming smashed in the event of an accident. but the essential requirements are
first to hold the cube firmly to that that
will be no play in the package and second to provide a cushion of some sort
to protmt the tube from sharks and
jars.
The outer package container must be
strong enough to prmat the tube cartons

from

injury.

et

the

no attempt is made by

present
mthe

time,

of
wholesalers, except s the
transmitting tuba,
cushion them but
except si the individual containers. but
the outside °rions are made of tested
materiel shaped to bald a certain number
of tube tacons. There is enough give
in the entire package to carry the tubes
safely if handled carefully.
Mon manufacturers pack their tubes
as follows:
11's and 12,. -Tube wrapped in ses
eral layers of cotton felt and placed in
triple slide box made of double face
corrugated strawbroad. Puked 50 and
100 to the carton.
99s.- -Tube wrapped in one layer of
cocon felt, then wrapped in special capaper wrapper and placed in indual carton to fit. Packed 50 and
100 to the carton.
00's and 01A's. -Tube wrapped 'n
special corrugated paper wrapper, placed
in individual carton to fit. Packed 50
and 100 to the carton.
03's and 03Á's. -Tubi wrapped in
several layers of cotton felt and placed
in individual canons to fit. Then nested
in excelsior in a larger one piece corrugated paper strawboard box sealed,
which in turn is again nested in excelsior, in an 11" x 18" box. Only one
-

rted

tube

in

Lage

the package.
power tub. suspended

in

can-

509

slings in regulation X -ray tube
crates.
Too much care cannot be exercised
when shipping tubes by express in small
lots. The tube carton is not intended to
serve as the forwarding container and
tubes must not be shipped in this manner. The tube carton must be placed
vas

in another strong container large enough
to allow several inches of excelsior on
all sides of the tube containers.

When placing tubes of any description
in the tube containers be careful to wrap
them evenly in the felt and corrugated

wrappers and make sure the ends are
well covered.
Tubes must not be shipped in the
sockets of radio sets. No matter how
carefully the radio set itself is packed.
there is more filament vibration and this
vibration in transit will break the file.
ments. Tubes should be in the regulation tattoos provided by the manufacturer.
Tubes that have been used should not
be shipped by express. The filament in
old tube is exceedingly brittle and
wn
not stand handling. A used tube
may have hundreds of hours of life left
in it and ordinarily it will function until
its normal life has expired, but do not
attempt to ship it. Handle it xith more
care than you would a bad egg.
It is not desired that packages containing tubes from the manufacturer,
dealer or occasional shipper be marked
Radio Tubes. but the shipper should
ark all packages containing tubes
Fragile-Gloss- Handle With Care.
One more point -remember that there
is no economy in cheap cartons.
You
can't sec the strength of corrugated
boards. You have to experience it, and
if your experience is unfortunate, it will
be at your expense because the Company cannot allow claims on shipments
improperly packed. On the other hand,
if you will get your °rims from reliable, established concerns, you will have
the assistance of their service men who
are experienced in the science of pack-
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New R. C. A. Tubes
Radio Co

r

X

X

ration of America

Iq9 annntneehe ;ntrodaction of
THE
new types of radiotrons designed
three

eepaially for awlio -tr
and two new types of rMa
to

plre

er name

marketed under the trade rame
sex in
battery eliminators and other similar
devices for obtaining filament grid and
plate voltages from A. C. lighting circuits.
The new radbtron and necton were
designed for specified uses resulting from
cew desel
enta in the radio art. None
t'

be

"RMroo ;'the latter intended for

these

tubbeess

su

aie: the present

rrve

standard types of peciaron. They do.
however, occupy specie) fields of usage
as set forth in greater detail below.
Radiaron UXI20 is a new dry battery amplifier tube sknigned to provide
pProrveaedu ablty oaepkerra
battery operated sets.

hit

[aoM dmry

The UX120, when used in the last

radio stage of dry battery operated re-

ceivers and connected to a load speaker.
preferably of lower impedance, provides
loud speaker volume double that obtainable with the UV201A tube used under
the same condition.
Through the use of a special adapter.
shortly to Ira put on sale, the UX 120 may
be employed in the last audio stage of any
set using the UV199 tube.
Radiaron UX112 has been developed
to meet a demand for increased loud
speaker volume and improved quality of
reproduction from radio sets operated by
storage batteries where UV201A is now
used in the last audio stage.
As an audio amplifier UXII2 occupies
a position midway between the dry battery- power amplifier UX120, and lbs
A. C. power amplifier, UX210.

Radiofron UX210 is a super-power
amplifying tube of exceptional merit designed to produce loud speaker volume
considerably in excess of that obtained
with present types of tubes and to give
undistorted output at such volume.
11X210 may be employed in the last
audio stage of existing types of receiver,

Nimbi,

Remo ENGINEERING
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provided the proper filment grid and
plate voltages are applied.
Radimron UX210 is a power tube of
exceptional long life and of such characteristics that it also my be user! for
amateur radio transmission.
Rectron UX2166 k a high power (60
milliampere output) single wave rectifier.
w development which will be et
pinned in the new rectifier -amplifier units
for the operation of high power loud
speakers. A tube of the general charayimcs, co vnetion and operating life of
UX21613 is not to be confounded with
certain inferior types of rectifier tubes
which have appeared on the market and
which have been found to have extrnnely
short operating life under the strain imposed by
battery eliminators.
Rection UX213 is a double -way rec
riser giving outputs of approximately 50
milliamperes.

B"

10

It was also announced that another
group of tubes is soon to Lemarketed
under the trade names of radiotron
These
UX874, UV876 and UV877.
tubes are for regulation of line voltage,
plate voltage and for the protection of
the plate circuit. The UX874 is a voltage
regulator tube having a rated voltage of
90 volts and a current carrying capacity
It is 5 5 -8 inches
of 15 milliamperes.
high, 2 3.16 inches in diameter and fits in
the standard RCA large UX hase socket.
The Radiotron UXO76 is a lallst tube
having a current carrying capacity of
17 -10 amperes and arated voltage of
40.60 volts.
Il is 8 inches in length.
2 1.16 inches in diameter and fits in
standard mogul type screw base. Radio
Mon UV877 is a proterlive tube.
It is
2
-2 inches in length, f 7 -16 inches in
diameter and fits in a double contact
bayonet type automobile racket.
-

1

New Condensera and a Resistance Unit

Prec
)lanufacturing Cora
is now eking delivery on two
new
riahle condensers. They are practically
in design xcgd that. on
one type, the rotary plates eart made with
a short tab, as will be see
out the
illustration of the variable n plate unit.
The condenser is made in such a way that
the shaft c. n be removed entirely.
l.hese mndensers x re designed by
Mr. Is1cl.RUghlin, of the ['revise DfanuTHP.

pony

factoring Company. I {e will lu remrnr
bered es [Ine designer of the single control
super -heterodyne described sonne tinte
ago in QS'p Mlagaaine.

,mother item, shown at the right of the
illustration, is the Brach resistance
coupled unit. This coma,. two resistance elrmrnts anda
m(A. Ly -lass coa 1

lù
capacity
Ly -lass 1Le low fequencies.
c'
oi

nser.

is

need m
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EDITORIAL
average man in the radio bus,
ne., whatever part he takes. is
It is
a decidedly phleptatic individual.
surprising, then, that the technical
men from the radio dealers and jobbers.
visiting the several hundred booths at
the two New York Radio Shoves,
chorused "Nothing but the old stuff," as

,

they left the exhibits.
That was an unforumate reaction, but
it was largely the fault of the
turers themulves because tit, do not
understand. or attempt to understand,

man°,

th* mannlewb:nd"nisi=arnnrnolbktherr
the
Bob Smith went to work for a grocery
store her-arise his father told him tt was
time for him to contribuu to the family
budget, and because. having learned
arithmetic and reading. he was mentally
equipped for the job.
But Bill Jon. went to work in a radio
store because he found radio so interesting as a hobby that he wan. to give all
his time to it, and being quick and clever
enough to have taken it up voluntarily.
he was mentally equipped to absorb as
much in the way of a radio education as

opportunity permitted.
Glancing thru the dealer-jobber merchandising
to which his employer
subscribed, he saw the Stromberg-Carlson advertisement h.ded. "The Symbol
of Integrity," found that, "Bosch pre.

the whole field of radio," came to a
in which R.C.A..
Mnottne'es Selective Dealer Policy,"
and was finally told that Roister Radio
is, "The Season's Sensation."
Then. not from a feeling of obligation
hut with a genuine interest
the things
he was going to see. anticipating the uufulne. of what he would learn. Bill
Jones went to the Radio Show.
And what did he see? Lifting the lid
of the StromberpCarlson Al he discovered that the Symbol of Integrity was
five'sement

'a

one of the men in the booth, someone
from the rtdes department, a simple
question about what was in that cans,
but the salesman suddenly felt an

u,

The Amborola presented a most at-

Atithtd

M..,

c=7.7d*,:.1

ba(tp...."""y,

for at least it was dunusual. but
Bill walked on because it's hard for any-

czktro.bendinterested

At

thing he

.n't

It was discouraging, but All remembered that he could expect to get some
real ideas from whatever new came from
Wart. There it was, in the Music blaster booth, a handsome outfit. thoroughly
intrirming, one tuning control. a knob to
rotate the loop, and everything. Opening the cover he found-tin carts again.
The loop caught his tyt. such a little one,
How could that do the job? He stood
on one foot and the other. waiting At
someone to stop talking alrout Me value
of a Music Master franchise long enough
to tell hint what was in the Ware ut that
produced any real results on such AI.,.
Finally, discouraged he walked away.
The R.C.A. line-there was someibing
good, even if the only thing they told a
fellow about was Me selectivity of their
dealer policy. Bill would get 3,mte dope
on their new scts.-He ditl. He get the
information that there wasn't any dope
about them!

Without much enthusiasm, altho

p,rs

he

had looked forward to seeing the Kolster
sets and what they had in them, he stood

before the season's sensation and absent(Concluded All page 520)
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Three -Circuit Set
The 1926 Model
A design which incorporates several features which improve
this ever. popular type of set. and offers suggestions
'which can he incorporated in other circuits.
SETS come and go, replacing each
other in steady succr...io .. but there
is no end of interest in the old stand -by.
the three -crcuit tuner. Even n w letters come from old readers who built
the type 1900 and X -1900 sett years
ago- telling of the continued service
they 'ha, had from thew sets, They
have asked, however. for a Milt, up-iodate design, wishing to incorporate
some of the new pans brought out this
season, but unwilling to depart from the
circuit which has servo! them vt well.

,
dtW
Fen

.

Two things we thought important to use in llw set

omdenser
They
and Jewell wfilament volumeter.
are not only essential for this outfit but
for all new equipment. Doubt is sometimes expressed couertting the advantages of S. 1_ F. tuning, but only from
those who speak wi0sout experience,
for S. L. F. control is so different from
S. L. C. tuning as to make it a' decided
novelty.

As for the voltmeter, if you have had
meter on a set. it becomes so much a
nceessary habit as a speedometer on a
motor car. You feel lost without it.
Ttlns am cheap enough so that their
lift is not of vital imponan«, but them
's nothing more exasperating thhn
find that the tuba light though the
does not work because sosomeone, running the tulles too
has
off the oxide, thus stopping emission.
:\ professional stt builder in New York
equips all his outfits with voltmeters,
has engraved on the panel under
the meter. KEEP THE POINTER
1

RELOW FIVE VOLTS.

There have been some complaints on
the X -1900 because the circuit did not
regenerate above 450 meters. Accordingly. we used for this set the new
Sm o
,
p okng
o
g
a
p
r
T
c ou
places the tapped coil of the
other
o.gd
and.
Kd
With the
Karns
is
514

wavelength

600 metro,
from 200 to fí00

rage

Some of the rheostats made four
years ago developed trouble from loose
re, so we pickrd the Carter type, both
because the wires can't eery well loosen
up and becaum its the neatest little
rheostat wire ever seen.
We couldn't help wishing for somelow -ratio
thing in a particularly
a
dial for the condenser, but c we mnkfn't
locate one except the National, and it
didn't occur to lü, until too L Ie, that x
m
could have used b by spacing the
denser back from the panel by standard
cod support pillars. There is plenty of
room if you want to make your set that
way.
The design of the tube panel is not
unusual, though we departed from current practice in the arrangement of the
binding posts. and worked in the ever.
useful Walbert lock switch to cut in or
out on the antenna series condenser.
Three Walbtrt sockets are provided for
the tubes, with Karts A. F. transformThe comers mounted between MOIL
plete pans list is enumerated in pig. 6.

O.

other detail is interesting -the
under the tube panel.
of the
As plain terminals, to replace a lug and
nut. they are splendid, particularly as
the Loathe is prevented from coming
loose by the wire soldered to it. When
used as nuts and also as supports for
long leads, they
mpecially handy.
They are employed fn this manner on
use

Usti,

the

s

fastening the transformers

sockets.

a

a
too long fora Last.,
put the screw in place and clamp it with
an ordinary nut.
Cut off the screw
close to the nut, remove the nut, thus
leaning the thrum', aml the strew will
be jest right to take the I.astite.
s

Tle phone jack

is

arranged to oper-

ate the detector and first audio stage, or
the detector amp both amplifiers.
With
the phones at the first jack. two tuba

light when the rheostat is turned on or
all tuba with the phones at the second

It is not ordinarily considered
good practice to use one rheostat with
this system because the rheostat setting
changes as two or three tubes are turned
on. In this ease, there is no harm. since
rheostat is simply moved enough to
bring the voltmeter back to 5 volts.
jack.

Use good material for tht
panels. This set was made
Phe
anch
with Celoron panels, the
front measuring 7 by 18 by 3-16 in.,
and the base panel 351 by 17 by 3.16 in.
(lard ribber is all right for the front
panel. but on the tube panel additional
bracing at the center, in the form of one
or two pillars. is needed to prevent tagging from the weight of the transform

DrWlna

ero.
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!uh

hok, can be obtained bo,n the B1ue
Print Ikpartmenb or the dimensions
an be scaled off from Figs. 4 and 5, a9
theyy are

exactly core -half six

cou make the holes with a hand
'll,
t the pun
on the Ige
of a ubk amt drill o +ver the side. Th
bends the panel slightly, causing the
drill to work of tward from the table.
Put the panel flat down on a smooth
piece of scrap wool.
1(

Number d0

RADIO ENGINEERING

I a

Fta.

1

L
eanei

A br

ano

Nae 1 -Put the screw through the
tube panel, then put on it two 11/16^
brass pillars.
Note 2 -The up
strew mu
be
qper
cut off
d
into a [qua
instead
of a nut. This Lastite is 01.
Note 3 -Put a lug pointing outward
under the Lastire on ANT. The upper
terminal of the 0.0001 mfd. Micadon,
P2, will be soldered to it later.
Note 4-PI A bottom lug on Mitadon.
t

mNeC ermeun

tM

the step-by-step
instructions
ig. 6
for
and wiring. Follow these

súsep
ec

Wtrba
through with Figs. 4 and 5. In case the
picture
go g diagram seems different
from the schematic, follow the former,
as it was made directly from the
original model which we built at the

Darien Laboratory.
You will see that connections are
ode with Wirit, and all joints soldered.
It is not advisable to depart from this
praaiee.
Some set builders prefer
stranded rubber covered wire. We have
been advised against it. however, because the sulphur released by the rubber
as the wire is heated is apt to corrode
the wire. Rua bar A not favored for
owing to its stiffness, it makes the soldered joints come loon.
Following are the explanatory notes
for the step -by -step imtructions.

nt

s:aéóa
ae

mnu

ona<n.e.

Note S -With the front corner holes
already drilled in the tube panel at a
guide. drill them through brackets A
end O.
Note 6-Lise )d-in. 6-32 R.H. screws
for the sockets and 3d-in. 6-32 R. H.
screws for the transformers. Use Las lites instead of nuts on screw's a, d, f,
g, i, j, and k.
Note
Insulate this wire with varnished tubing.
for termiNote 8-Put Lastites on
nals 11 and 12..
Note 9 -Mount K with the coil with
fewer turns toward the bottom of the
front panel. Put a lug under one of
the screws holding the upper front shaft
bearing to make terminal KS. This is
used instead of the lug ae the rear.
Note 10-- Solder the lug N2 to
bracket 0.

7-

1

Note

11

-Solder

the lug on DI directly

to lug K2.

Note 12-P2 is the Isstite on the
lower terminal of P.
ina

f

Laing

e
tchthh

siBneeg
t
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register more than 5
the correct filament voltage for 1'V201 -A and

n

Put the upper coil of the tuning unit
at an angle of 45 °, and rotate the lower
one. at the rame time taming the variable condenser.
As soon
you pick
up a whistle, reduce the tackier coupdh , and get an uaet setting on ilk

condenser.

The three- circuit tuner is very easy to
operate, but there arc Ipule tricks which
)ou wilt learn rng'
'o as you+ get the
kmek of handling the outfit. For berg

°rPO..e

tub..

Remember that the
timer does not show the A batter) voltage but only what is actually applied

similar
to

the tubes.

Remove one of the A battery leads
and touch it to each of the + It P.B.
If the tubs light then, there is a shop

circuit.
Connect. the

batted.

as

shown in

Fig. 6, and put on the antenna and
ground. The antenna can be of almost
any sire up to 125 ft. In that use the
lock switch should be pushed in, to connect the serin antenna condenser. Below 50 ft. the condenser should be cut
out by pulling the plunger out to the
stopping north.
Plug in the phones at each )jack. This
should nuke a strong click in the
If it does not, the B battery
phones.
or there is an open in the plate

circuit.

to

fit

has few
competitors. It will be recalled that
during last yow s transatlantic tats prohably morethrec- circuit tuners got across
tlan any other qpe of teretver.
is jest one thing to watch &rt for.
If
you want quality you man not fora the
set b the point of oscillation.
This ruins
the quality of any circuit and does not do
jinn. to the transformers or the loud
speaker.
cesstve coupling from the
tickler simply increases the noise and
destroys the tone.

distance reception. this

f

Rsvdh+a

Farc

e

fbnu
picture

ow

hohe

w4o

new
wiring diatype of
gram, a few suggestions will be helpful.
The drawings in Figs. 4 and 5 are divided
into two pans, slowing the from panel
and the instruments mounted on it, with
the but panel and its pans drawn below.
All the wiring between parts on the

s+w'

ohl

itns

e

.
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sty,.

Number

6

The

end.

eltle et the tape

Fend.

ah wind

front panel are shown above and the
ring for parrs between instruments on
tie tube panel, down below. Where
'rca cam from one panel fo the other,
they are drawn on the upper part. 'rake
wire pxp. You will see that this is drawn,
above, the wire fastened at .
d endin
in a dot at q. From the end of the wire,
q,f cam your e y e rdown directly,
y and pa.
will sis a dot on another wire marked q.
-this ü the point to which the other end

of

p q should be connected.
Fach instrument is marked
"th a
eapital letter, and the terminal: of that
instrument are
dicateti by numerals.
starting at I. The variable mndenstr,
I, for example, has two terminals. Il
a

d 12.

When connections are made to wiry,,
and not to instrument terminals, they are
marked with small letters,
in the Base
with p and q. The binding posts are
indicted by the markings which they
ca
nstand of by capital letters.
reason for employing this metbal
is7to make the terminals easy to locate,
where before. using only numbers n
oing sometimes above 100. 50 might be
at one end of the panel and 51 at the
opposite end.
In Fig.
you will find the terminal
checking list.
Herc every terminal is
listed.
e two connections arc made ro
fly, same terminal. it is listed twice.
Therefor, as you folbw the step-by -step
instructions, you sh add check over the
connections on the list. When the set is

u

?

ca

!

the rWnd

completed,

of

the tranwwmara and

10

not..

if

you have checked the same
'a7r1 on twice, or have failed to check
a
}}rorotu have made nt mistake in
the wiring. Tins makes amistaky, p.actically impossible, or, if they are made,
very easy to locate.
pt..,
If you are not familiar with
he Tkrrarmeir.ng sets of this type.
arma
you ray n a undcrnand ye st
what is menu by eThree.
Circuit Tuner ". The regenerative three.
circuit tuner is comprised of three separate circuits the antenna to ground circuit. which includes the primary mapling
coils of the tuner, the secondary circuit
comprising the main tuner inductan.
ariabfy ondenser and the grid and Ilament of the tube. while the third circuit
runs from the plate, through the adjust able tickler mil, on to the primary of the
first A.F. transformer, and down to the
ü battery. It is by coupling the plate and
secondary circuits to the other that amplificatiof
gcfZu fion
coined, making the two circuits man upxxm
each other.
In this particular se t it was not found
necessary to pua a 0.0005 mfd. fixed con demur across the primary of the first

t,=

A. F. transformer as is customary. If
you use any transformer other than the
ÍCams you may
it necessary. This is
done to allow the Ii. F. mrrents to flow
around the transformer, but the small
capacity of tie fixed condenser offers
tm high a resistance to low frequency
audio currents.
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Slant on the Set Builder

A New

factor

radio snereisandixing.-By E. R. Doyk .

ist

rtgr. ritis,ssIzior,to bau,nt;wyork.f
a dealer. I.s sissne much for radio.
k
has a firsthand knowledge of kcal
crating assn... which manufacturers

svams much for little to the Mall W110
waius the best, regardless of price.
dealers find these men extrancly
useful in giving 5,131 assistance to his

,
I

a.

customers. For example,
may want
to have a low priced super mask up for
man who must have a super-het but
does no onnt to pay the price for the
sommfactured type.
Sometimes they are employed to be
on hand to advise pans buyers and 01perimenters on Saturday afternoons. Ile
...11 talk Seflfe 011 factory mts also.
lie
sells more by brim, an authority than
skaler can sell by being a merchant.
A successful set builder A
a
dealer himself.
specializes more or
less and becomes expert ia certain circuits.
That he 13 a constant infringer
on patents is true, but them is no way
is ethical or
1101.10, as ille public
do tile .3w
thing. His frenints from proomution.
as compared with dealers and manufacturers,
a benefit to the trade and the
art. for it
him to try out all kinds

do not appreciate
the IS.C.I.. does not
understand.
professional A in
contact with his clients. and cannot hide
behind correspondence or the telephone
when his sets do sat function.
The big factor the trade must app.,
dale 111111e professional builder is
hc

T.

is

dir,

3s

t.

experimenting and studyi,everything

t.

a.

that
new
promssing. I hus he en.
courages his clients to realim greater and
greater efficiency in both parts and <itcults.
Not onh that, but he is 111 advertiser
radio-om merely hy contact selling
but by demonstration. He is known to
his friends and acquaintances
pert. When the manufacturer's set falls
110W11,

he resnedies

t.

e,

failure and saves

manufacturer and sometimes the
grief of servicing compLaints.
lle writes for
newspapers and

the

(kale,.

t.

per..

inagazincs. Ile is a connoiseur of qua,
sty 3n broadcasting. awl takes a 311leere
interest in keeping up the enthusiasm all
around.
Ile make, the game wOrtll

while.

r.ly

lk

of new circuits in

a

truly professional

The Cardwdl Oren., is one.mans.
(adorer whkh has gone ma of its any
This
to encourage the professional.

hid,

company not only asks its dealers to allow professionals a special discount but
it has featured the work of massy of those

itt"!.sw
fun
Morns hn
slamental and otherwise. nut get into acnirPind Pfan'inn Me follows
cults.
knows what thee are worth.
S01111111111.,
1111,0Yea 11.10 Or MACS

,d

men

f t

j, no.

nth, ntant,,s

to
of

th,

odo.tc

'7:77hriT,7;,;,..
ipz;V:'.7d-stalo;dZ

standards of dealer service and

115..

T. professional
the

Whiln

o.ohnf

ihn
ss

1"..1

radio builder
i
A

f

n,afn

'oohornns

now

n!p11''
bracer

o

fo

nxPeo.

ff."

seose
hos

ill

twine..

Neveral must fight for his
theirs, as the public begins to appreciate

hr.'

',eke,'

that Imurious cabinets and ornamental
panels often hide a multitude of inferior
parts and unsatisfactory workmanship.
it will tend to place more confidence in

iohns

onY 1111.the

toso

nun.

faeturing eem,jessee.
This A a ymr
which the profession-

nut a

is

who
322
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.

professional.

M

one set

built.

says

his letterhead:

'There

is no

sulgtitute for the person!'"res'

extends beyond ordinary'mnrantees
all designs are far in admnee of commercial types.
Illy patrons."
We nmd the professional builder to
set a pace in standar. and refinements.
We need him to try out. test, and rate

A.

AND QUALITY
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circuits. We need hint to give dignity
to radio merchandising as
something
above soap alai potato.. We ne. hint
to work out new ideas for the radio
magarines.

t...

We

need

his

enthusiasm.

critictsm, and interest in all matters
Unless we encourage hint and
recognize him with discounts and pub.
licit), we tend to reduce that minable
quality of pioneering which is so marked
an asset of the composite American.

Selectivity and Quality
Perfect A. F. amplification and truc loud speaker reproduction
cannot give distortionless speech and music if the
R. F. tuning circuit is not right.
JUDGINC. front some of the advertise-

141;nnna'ti:Ctr'o=
speaker or Ille XYZ amplifier. But that
is not true, of course. The perfect loud.
speaker is one which reproduces exactly
what the A. F. simplifier puts into it. and
the perfect amplifier is one which amplifies exactly what the detector put into tt.
However, the perfect amplifier and
loud speaker may wee very poor reception-if the R. F. tuning &edits are not
right. This is a matter to which little attention has been paid in the
Now,
with S. I.. F. condensers available, it is
very Its
determine h
ffect, and the
extent of h
ffect, of tuning upon the
quality of reception.
Drawings of R. F. oscillations modulated at audio frequencies do not give
true pictures of the actual effect, for
they look like constant red, or carrier
frequencies in A. F. ghlUDS of varying

p..

amplitude. This is wrong, because the
oseillations sent ow front the transmitter
arc of varying frequencies, frequencies
equal to the constant R. F. cartier frequency plus and minus the changing

aud, fropencies.

Therefore. when you tune into a
broadcasting stati. transmitting at 300
meters or 1.050,000 cycles your set must
be adjusted to respond to frequencies

from 1,000000 tninus 5,000 cycles to
5003 9gles, for the range
1.000,000
of audio frequencies Is from about 20 to
5,000 cycles.
Expewsed in kilo-cycles.
when you tune to a 1,000-cycle transmitter your set mlItt tune broadly enough to
pick up 995 k. t. to 1,005 k. c.
To take
extreme case. if your set
were so sha, that it would respond to
exactly 1.000 k. c. only you would h.r
nothing in the loud speaker. Such tuning is indiewed by the line A. Fig 1. If

pl.

.ly

it were
broad enough to respond to
999 to 1.000 k. e.. 13-B, Fig. I, you would
not be able to hear audio frequencies
above 1,090 cycles. That would not give
you intelligible signals.

Consequently, it has

bet

determined

by the Western Electric Company that
tuning must be broad enough. for telephone reception, to give signals 5 k. c.
each side of the carrier frequency which
arc equal to onc.halt the strength of the
signals at fCSODaDee WWI the carrier.
This is shown in C.C. Fig. I.
The preceding ttaragraph may scent
obscure, but it is simple in actual

dell.-

stration. Put together a threc-circuit
tuner, lasing a Kara,.
F. condenser
for tuning. On a 100.division male, one
degree rotation changes the tuning by
10 lc, e
Tune in a broadcasting,tation
and note the Seale reading at maximum

Rants Etcotxaaatos
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Then turn the dial 55
That changes the tuning by t

Except in locations directly adjacent

signal strength.
degree.

k.

If the singois

perfect

rs

the toying is too

cut out all
sharrpp

quality

If,

to give
as acgcrate

curately as you can judge, the volume is
refund amt more than 50%, the acct
audio (r =4es will amt bt tut f1 r
Sissy designers of tuned R. F. xu
and straight regenerative receivers hart
been puzzled by poor quality in spite of

Number 10

to transmitting stations, the RX -I is
sharp enough to separate stations Ib k. e.

apart, the standaM separalon for broad sastingstations. bforrnse.r, a very short
used
lS or
ti. i, aoon, tan 00
used for local reception, and 50 to 100
at. for DX, because very little pick -up
'a ncedcd, owing to the high R. F. ampbficanon, for receiving stations up to 25
miles away.

(Continued from page 313)
mindedly tamed the knob of the singlecontrol receiver. Looking down on the
sale. he naiad that it wasn't possible
to read the numbers then the slots in the
celluloid. made a mental note to the effect
that they donid supply a chair with every
set. and went home.

Next morning his employer asked him
Bill said,
he thought of the Bow.
"Oh, I went up there. Stilling ha

bit

"Sa

-"No,

any new lines that looked good ?"
nothing but the old stuff."

world have
tried
Carlson hahe inert witcs
enough interest
in kBill
Bill Jonas. the man who is paid m
know about technical maters. to tell him
hat was ' those them, and why they
he

asowwcv.. a.c.
..w.,,

a....

awintr ..a.n

äañx'

their ettorev to drain perfect A. F. amplification and reproduction. The trouble
mn be located, usually, in the super selectivity of circuits operating just under
the oscillating point.
Such circuits are dependent upon the
regenerative condition for volume, but
nfortunately Dring'ng up the volume by

this method usually Increases the selectivity so much that part o[ the audio ate
quency aide binds are cut off.
The foregoing answers thh questions
which wme of our radera have asked
concerning the reason for the improve
ment in quality obtained with the RX-1
receive, toro the elimination of regenerative action. That is, for best quality,
the volume should not be stq>ped up by a
method which also nukes the tuning too
sharp.

to case them. How
he
what
think
the ante
Will the Music Master salesman be afik
able
to overcome his prejudice bred from
ignorance? Will he cure to .my that he
has confidence in the new R.C.Á. equipment? Will he believe that Kolster can
design radio sets as well as measuring
instruments? Or will he cover up his
lack of knowledge and far from ignormee and urge his employer to keep to
the old lines they always handled?
This wiener, Ohio the thick of the fight
for consumer
for dater pmmai
for tobger
jobber
the
may be able to
over the top on the
support of the technical men who tan
lee sales me nee b
the cnplian of
their opinion,
hyo create opinion in
direct relation to the seni<e
know
Mw to give after the'sala have been
have

whastarted

ail

made.

M. B. SLEEPER.

Editor.

Manufacturers and Designers
Reference Data on

TRANSFORMERS
The data pre eared have been carefully compiled with the a..istance of the
zing these pages from the magazine you
manufacturers reprr.ented. Ur
will have a complete reference file on audio, radio, and superheterodyne transformer. Next month this
..ill be devoted to B hatter,. eliminator..

lion

te
This
amazing
craves lone troubles ended
e

NEW audio frequency tnnsEorn
tus bec
nd.
the r Erht Concert Grant.
Tests prove it the most perfect
transfo
It is manuever built.
factured b y the Electrical Research
anufacIalaratoriea. the largest
turen of radio parts in the world. This
w transformer is so nearly lfO% efficient rht the difference is too slight for
the human car to detect.
called

m

is saves you n
For two
Y, too.
stage with the Andin Gran) gives greater
amplification
coupled ahan three stages of resistance coupled amplification.
Use the Free Coupon

New Kind

of Audio

We found that ideal audio reprenitwtion
could not be obtained with ordinary construction. Usual types allow too much
leakage to amplify properly at low freguencres. So ours is different.

Every detail in the Erla Grand Concert
Audio is manufactured tinder stria lab
oratory supervision. F ch audio undergoes an exacting laboratory test and inspMion before it is permitted to go out.
From start to finish this is a strictly Lob
oratory job. We gay without hesitatimr
that here is by far du fitxu audio made

Gel the Audio Grand at your dealer'..
or if he canent supply you und direct.
Sec what a tremendms difference it will
make in your set. Send your name and
will tell you manyy things you ougha
roeknow about audio (mlrxmwy amplifica-

tion.
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-A Marvel of Transformers that Brought

Rea/

Musical Quality to Radio Reception
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Specifications for Audio, Radio and Super Transformers
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Audio Transformers

Voltmeters

That the engineers of forty.two
leading Set klanufActuren choose
Dongan Transformers (there are
35 different types) is convincing
proof
Dongan supremacy.
Fans who build their ovm sets
can secure Me Inst possible performance by using Dongan Audio
Transformen.

h:ach of Me five types of Dongan

a

VOIhrletle
entire

is accurnte over the

Per performance
can be aecured bY
an occasional check on
the
&battery and tub< voltage with
scale.

of any

set

lhongan Voltmeters.

Dongan
Again keeps pace
with advancement.

The manufacturer of the
New Raytheon Tub<
for &Eliminators.
Specifies

Dongan Transformers

2995 Franklin Street, Detroit, Mich.

Transformers of Merit for

15 Years.

:i

What becomes of the
bass notes in your set?

:..

PrrW`mm.r:

as

THE NEW

MULTISTAGE

MELOFORMER

Four Great Improvements
in Amplification!
Pall

.mpllMnbQ

mKrur

:

t0a.e

w

nrgm ofratNW

YnYnrle.

A new audio frequency transformer scientifically combining
tone and volume in correct proportions.
Construction radically new. will
work three stages

Factory type rryuires only 135"
of space. THINK THIS OVKR.

ROBERTSON- DAVIS'CO, INC.
CHICAGO, ILL

t12 ORLEANS ST.

tilly

uaran

AERO COILS
for Tuned R. F.

AERO PRODUCT'S, INC.

Checking RX -1 Operation
The first impulse of a man who can't get proper r stilts from a
line times out of ten, the
set he Iras built is to blame the set
trouble is a mistake in assembly or fautes in the aurziliary parts
YOUR

IFceirer

154

mo del

f the

work
over this chart and

able

does

n

t

as

RX -1
u

e.

pt.

does not

climinxte

static.

A. Tarbes do not light
Tubes are burned out.
2. A buttery Pus run down.
3. Battery leads are loose or broken
inside the insulation.
4. Contact springs in sockets are loose
or are bent down. Disconnect tee R
batteries before bending the springs up
nay burn out the tubes.
ors.
Rhmsas lead from rnistance wire
is broken, or contact arm does not touch
wire.
6. Filament circuit comets on jack
do not close.
7. Amperite defective.
I.

B.

1.

be

locate the .cootie
the. Re-member. at the same time, that the RX I
cannot be expected to do the impassible.
set for roast -ioas
12 is not
reception. It will not cut
inIt
terference which paralyses tuning.

cat
u

2.
3.

former.
bent
5. Grid or plate socket comets
down.

Phones dead, tubes light, no

.click

in B. If there is no
Nake Mc test
click in tw phones:
I. Loud speaker or cord defective.
2. Plug does not make contact.
3. R lottery dead.
4. R battery leads reversed or loose.
5. Open in plate circuit of last tube.

transformer

wired

incor-

S. Ulr199 working at more thin normal voltage.
6. D -21 Sollion working at more than
normal voltage.
Plate resistor in resistaeoupler defective.
E.
Timing Broad

1. Coils on condensers open or wired
correctly.

ca2.
can

4

n=v

too long (Ioni stations
received on 20 fi. wire inside.)

Signals weak

F.
199

2. Salions defective.
3. Amplifier tubes defective.
4. Grid condenser or Irak defective.
5. Chien circuit in the wiring.
6. Amperite of ton high resistance.

Phones dead, tubes light, strong

With plug in junk and ttdws lighted.
remove cord ap from plug. Tltis should
boon or loud
cause x suong click
are dead:
speaker. If it does not,
is disconnected.
1. Antenna or group
2. A lottery is nearly run down.
3. Resistors in r.isto-counler left out
or defective.
4. Open in primary of A. F. trans-

RX -1

4.

rectly.

7. Antenna disconnected.

click

C.

D.
Set oscillates
Antenna is disconnected.
Cut out antenna series condenser.
12V199 is defective.

e

should.

G.

Howling

One of the grid socket comets
bent down.
2. Open in the grid circuit of one of
the tub..
1.

H.

Fading Signals

I. A or ü batteries nearly run down.
Atmospheric conditions, for which
the set is not responsible.
2.

1).21 Sodion
The D -21 Sollion contains a small
tvacuatnl bulb inside the large frosted
Sil MJM1 is etacked, the
bulk, if the
apsration of the Sodion is trot affected.
Sollion tutees arc surprisingly uniform.
We have tested seven hundred
shipped in from various parts of the
country, and have never found a deftctivc
tube.
SJS
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Another Stride Forward
The sixth tube where it will do the most good, -an added
of radio frequency, -three stages of "R. F." under perfect
control. Selective -to the extent that further sharpness would
cut off the side bands. Sensitive, -only a short indoor antenna
needed for distant reception. Another stride forward, the new
B -T contribution to radio -the "Counterphase Six ".
(Tbr Cocoe eeonc empleyr rbe c.ee)n ho R -T palewNd '=bridge°
oxgfaion ronrrol nbirh armorer mormum edfrirnry on elf broadrmf
stage

wove fengfhr.)

The

B -T

Torostyie Transformer

A big factor in the efficiency of the "Counterphaas". We've employed all
our experience in avoiding inductance pitfalls in the design of this coil and
at last, after two years of intensive research, we have a transformer with
negligible local pickup, no inter -coupling and elimination of stray feel- backs.
Contained in "Counterpha=e Kits ". Also made for antenna coupling or as
inter -stage R. F. Transformers.

Price each $4.00.
-

The

B -T

Tandem Condenser(;

We early decided the the 'Cnuaterhhate mutt
not have more than two tuning dials.
In other
weNt. aimulumwt mWne.
RrsWt. -the U -T.
Type
mlMd
Gnlrn

from the erne dial.-Inn

him

"

Ait.
for
1

=or

For

boiidine,thea

tú1

'C ivuierpharr'

l tabr
6

N

tel
eabe tet

ihcin
!&00

IVrfee

no 11imm

Rntr

MI-

a

the wcil krom It -T -Lifetime- Cm.
denier.
Exact balance it obtained by nerdy
little "trimmer" fattened wlidly to the frame.

Pris13
Prime -17

awátr .txoid (each wit) d9.pl
phb, upuitr -a00.ß (txlt wit) _GI
plate.

for den-drive circulars.

Straight Line Frequency or Wave Length

?

Do you know bath sides of the question? We make both kinds of condensers
and te8 both sides. Read about it in the "BETTER TUNING ", a bi- monthly
booklet, giving the late. trend in radio. foe per copy or Sot a year.

BREMER -TULLY
532 S.

Canal St.

MFG. Co.
Chicago, Ill.

METRO
The Kurz-Kasch

Jacks-Switches -Rheostats

ARISTOCRAT

"Aligns

rite--;

°N

tile"

Keelok Switches
List 75c
METRO ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
New York City

121 Prince St.

The finest tuning now so neces.
sary especially on the short wave
sets is easily accomplished with
the

Kure.KaNh Aristocrat E.Z

Toon.

to
ratio; a new principle of
construction. no cogs or gears. no
back lash or lost motion. when
you remove your hand from the
dial it stays pat.
50

1

Write for illustrated folder on
this and other Kur,Kasch prod-

rosMg.
ONE MOLE

MOLINT

RHEOSTATS

ucts. The choice of over two
hundred leading Radio tnanu.
facturers.

The KURZ-KASCH Co.
prise,

MR

Balkite

Radio Power Units

the ideal power supply for any radio set
Ballote Nadio Power Units arc the idcil
power mpply for any radio ace They aim

sers....

_

..,

Betkitte

Battery Charge

stwái..°ïst.-

éï

pbfy and imprme radio .rep 1;:; They
mluco the amount
you muet
give
ace W:exact
their
yourrevrrcnt
supply is always exactly palish is required
circuit.
for
br
For the "A'dreuit there are the Balkrte
Chargera The popular Balkire Battery
Charger is entirely noiseless and an be
used while the set is in operation.
For sets of smaller `A" current require
there is the Balkire Trickle Charger.
With n low opacity storage battery it en
ables owners of seta now using dry cells to
make a mint economical installation.
For the `B circuit there is Ballote"B"
It eliminates "B "batteries entirely
plies plate crurent from the light sock..
It fits any set of 6 tubes or less. For sea of
6 tubes or more tbs.Is Bellone B. H.

..

..

,

..
3

<

n.

and.,

5X0iseiess
All

Bulkite
Trickle

Cl=

-? o bulbs- Permanent

Blkite RdioPower Unitsareentirely

in opetatioa They hase no coon
noiseless
ng para, no bulbs and nothing to adjust,
break or get out of order. Each Is a perms
ent piece of equipment with nothing to
wear out or replace. They requit
other
attention than the infrequent addition of

Theyrequirenochanb .additions

to You

art

A Issa /rend
FANSTBHL PRODUCTS COMPANY, Inc.
North OlicAN. IISANc

F

qL1

Ballote

7ZadiopowerUnits
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ANNOUNCING

PERFECT
STRAIGHT LINE FREQUENCY CONDENSER

UNITED SCIENTIFIC LABORATORIES,
FOURiN AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY
BRANCH OPPICRA
rear e.m,.e
t.S ur,rnr

Sa

qA

yu s.6

INC.

ny

a ITArrt

Can You Get GOOD TONE QUALITY
from DISTANT STATIONS?
It is rare combination-long distance
reception with good tone quality. BM
yon will fad it in AILAnuc together
with a selectivity that is unique for its

Ask Any MI -Amax Owner!

rt

Sharpness in sets whoa power b
doubled through the reflex principle.
ALL -AMAX sets come factory mounted
ready to wire.

ALL -AMAX SENIOR. fa 0- mbsonddeteeea set)
847A0
ALL -AMAX JUNIOR (a 1mbe- and -detsctor set)
SPECIAL OPPER-Writa mevtiondrng RADIO ENOINEERINO and we. will send
ase g Mue print of eiNer ALLAMA%. SR.
ALLAMAX, JR.

a

ALLAMERICAN RADIO CORPORATION, 4217 W. Eelnwnt Are., Chi..
C

Ain

N.

R.M.K

AN*.

the Radio Industry
sep

The New Senaitive
Photo-Electric Cell

QUAM

I HE

CONDENSERS WITH THE
PYREX END PLATE
MAKE TUNING

A

OTOTRON

REAL JOY

Practical Alkali.
Tube for
Radio MOTit. Picture Telegraphy,
'Calking Movie.,
Etc.
Priee
A

Metal

$20

Each

/7,..,:cri,aire
Furnished in straight line frequency
and draight line waivelength design.
The straight lino frequency con.
dense. spread all station* evenly
around the dial according to Ire.
quency. The plat. are so fashioned
that no ever. panel mace is required.

Photion Electric Corporation

irol..%frt,n:....a

Lade.

DURHAM

The two to one helical gear. assure
sharpest tuning end smuothnem of
operation not possible where the dial
mounted directly on the otor shaft.

Variables

11/4. leakage paths on a genuine
Pyrex cnd plate make the QLAM the
lowest lows condenser tn the world.
Sturdily built. with bram frame and
plate* mItlercti in place assure
mum reAstance looms.

New panel type

mi,

$1.00

Beautifully designed and finished, it
truly the condenser that...till lett
lifetime and constantly give sans.
faction.
.000a5
$6.00 With 4" bakelite
.00035
6.50 360. tlial, add $1.00
is

.0005

St'n"' litrs

75c. 42-alliK-20.=,

7.00

Both type. in thong sine*

QUASI Audio Transformers 85.00

Radio

QUAM
1925

S.

zn::

Corporation

Western Ave.

Chicago, U.

elias

S. A.

MI

",k
r
ne,

n"

lo
DURHAMS in oil inn

An Amazing Improvement
In Condensers!

4.3
The Chelten
Straight-Line Frequency
Condenser (Modified)
rondo.,

Ira,

the
of the famous [helmet Midget.
invatiahly produces tIm results dmio.I
Spreads low ware stations.
desiRITCli by

Does not crowd the high W:14,
stations- the vital defect m

ardilia, graightline harem,

condensers.
Provides oniform station wpm.,
tion over entire timing range.

,rientific
-perating

design- Provo,

lky

Made with standard frame; soldered
'vas, plates.

a:V.271:=

* micrometer control
delicately geared that it

When
is so

Inrutitihneta°:::,rclycin
so with deadly accuracy, and

with ease, it fully deserves to be
referred [0 cg the last word in
tuning devices, Such is the
Accuratune.
Volume and clarity arc matter*
of course to a wt equipped with
Accuratune.because,geared on

an80-to.. I ratioforeithereoarse
or infinitely fine tuning, it Mew
Cons with precision and *ann.
acy, with little or no effort on
,01.11. prat.
Easily subetituted for ordinary
dials without alteration of your
set.

MYDAR RADIO CO.

CAMPSCIA STREET. NEWARK. N.

,:tslurri7tartoZ;k!'..:

cf
CHELTEN ELECTRIC CO.
4859-65 Stanton Ave.
Philadelphia, Pa.

cAsm,____AnnvEff

EASTERN
gsllePac age02/4

COILS
R X-1
FOR

TIIE

The R X.1 has taken the country by storm!

has

i

The R Xd is smooth working. nmt-reradiating and extremely
only Iwo comMIL
easy In operate. and
remarkably

econorninal

co

...dive. It
simple

and

Withatt IWO111,e to regeneration to sharpen Om tuning. hut felt ing entirely
on high efficiency through the elimination al
in Ow ndls. the major source
of loss. in all
circuits, a Anenness of tuning Ins bent achieved that
make, ;I tonsil. In tut ma lOwark at env nwters. and
itt ,Inntreal at .0 t
meters, at New York City.

tut..

he,

A difference of six meters is not remarkable at the low wave, but
iv most
nnumal at wavelengths above non mete, for. at the longer wanden.hs.
.st eutrodnws and tuned R. F. receivers ate nth., broad and.. addition,
drop off in ...Ration.

RASTERS PICKLE ROTTLE COILS ate ...find for this circuit, by
II SLEEPER.
NI
Type R 2.1 Coils Complete-N.00
EASTERN PICKLE ItOTO.ft COTT, are al.. desérned
perft,e Ixclerrnyze in

Om

EASTERN COIL CORPORATION
22 Warren Street

Dept. R. E.

Mt

New York

Easy to drill
and cut
A

valuable quality of Radion
for set manufacturers

reason why set manufind Radioo by far
the most satisfactory panel material is its ease of working.
Radion Panels cut, saw and drill
perfectly.

ONE
facturers

Edges are smooth and even; holes
are trim and clean -cut. Radion does
not chip or peel as do other panel materials. Workmen's time is saved and
the finished job is much more

attractive.
The beautiful finish of Radion Panels
(with Radion Dials to match) enhances the appearance of any set.
They a strong. They resist warping.
And in these five important insulating
qualities Radion is acknowledged to

No Set is Better

than its Parts

trççpQ

kLlt1

l:nl

s each contribut;nw unit
Performs its teak without
flaw. the most pert
results

inever
..,

achieves'. Thhe
ar;ns exc ellen ce of radio
perfomsence is due in no small measure to the contributions of the Pacent
organization of distinguished engineers,
who have provided either first or best.
any improvements in radio receiving
sets.

Pacent Parts are now used as standard
equipment by forty leading set m
factures. This Fact is a clear ;nd;ca.
lion of the prominent place held by
Pacent Parts in the radio field. Whether
you buy a
or build one. look for
the Pacent
,demnrk on very important unit. It is your assurance of
highest quality and performance.
Write for our new illustrated catalog.

e

excel:
Lowest dielectric constant

Highest
I.ow

rt

...Whit, (mogohm. rm)
irwrr fnrtor IoM

iear.

r...

Lowest absorption of moisture
.

manufacturers: Send us you'
specifications

We are always glad to co- operate
with manufacturers in meeting their
requirements. We invite them to send
s amplesor specifications of panels
and s other insulated parts of radio instruments or radio parts. Radion is
used on the leading makes of
condensers.
eaitnuessr
Uept. M
6 VI
Meren W.. \rw Para fJtr.

\

I

RADION
%Superas Insulation

awaaf«e... d .aira

aaw

..t.re.d

varsae va.

:774.7
PACENT ELECTRIC CO., INC.

Pacent

RADIO ESSENTIALS

RX-1 Dataprints
$1.25-C.

Sime

Datoriam will

ol

am

RXI dataprin.

be mailed to you witheet

FREE by milmaribing to &who

shard..

Perm

ONLY

2.

All

...am

DATAPRINTS

"Tmemv7iii18"Ztans

A.

7.

SO

Step.bymtep

8. Names

COMPLETE

of,

msnufarturere

o.

RX-1
p.te-hut

RESULTS.
OF FIVE FeLL.S. DATAPRINTS

$1.25

3-CIRCUIT SET
t

OMPLETE hET Or FIVE 31J2L-3171. DATAPRINTS

$1.25

BLUEPRINTS for STANDARD SETS
HAYNES TUNER. known
set.

2

sheets

.

the 'One Tbourand

MO. for Fifteen

Dell.,
.30

BROWNINC.DRAKE 199. the standard &D &rim &sat fer an on <To
lion. It la equipped with four UV-99 er C.299 type.. Type 7000
5

ob...

8ROWNINC.DRAKE 201-A. ufing one UV-I99 and three 20I.A tub
assang.1 to eta
on
6..8 morn. battery. Type 6600. 6 ahe....
B ROWNING-DRAKE FIVE, equipped with
3mtep seaman. coupled
amplifier. Us. ens 1,199
&tar 201.A.a. The finest of all the

2'
1.50

.d

1.25
C

OTTON SUPER. peer of long dim.. receivers. estel the eltnplest .0 .0
eight.tula.
in design and construction.
Type 7200. 7 abet..

es,.

.75

M. B.

SLEEPER, Inc.

A-52 Vanderbilt Avenue

New York City
r

5

Na-Aid Sockets and
the new standard
tube bases
°
ADIO fans may now use the new
standard base tubes in their old
sockets. There is a complete line of
Na.Ald adapters for this purpose.

R
1

2

There

419.X adaptee which.

is

Ì1.-5.172itaiirtltg ti,t1
There

i$

the. Super.Net No. 420.X

other sets using UVl. tubes to
get
great increase in volume and
clarity
new UX.120
de.
¡1stItt. Price of .120.X adapter.
of

t. t.

tu.

3 p4i',g<nZif:d=
III and Ill-A toenjoy the additional

rite7:21X17;c'wN2.111'X',7jtith
cables tor connecting additional B
eiLS clotsge for UX 120 tubes,

4

tne IJA seties o: tubestirnour
adapter, Price 35c. No. 481XS
cushion mounting. SOc.
of
an

You can obtain Na.Ald Adapters,
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NATIONAL Tuning Units
Combining the

NATIONAL Velvet Vernier Dial
NATIONAL Condenser and the
BROWNING-DRAKE Transformer

Get the Genuine.

Insio Upon NATIONALS

NATIONAL COMPANY, Int.
W. A. Ready, President
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